Wild Ireland
A Visual Art Activity Pack for Children
as part of Winter Light
Once upon a time, Ireland was covered by a sheet of ice. It was so
thick that the land looked very much like what the North Pole looks
today, a vast glacier. When the last sheet melted away slowly the land
flourished and in time Ireland, as we know it, was born.
First, the land was flat and treeless, mainly made of low shrubs,
grasses, mosses and lichens. It looked like the tundra looks today in
northern regions just below the North Pole. As the temperatures
started to rise, but still quite cold, trees started to appear – birch,
hazel, elm and ash and then oaks, woodlands were formed. In these
forests wolves, bears and the giant deer used to roam freely, the
forest was their home and in it they did not fear the long and cold
winters. In today’s Ireland these animals, as well as the thick forests
that covered the land, are no longer with us.
The activities in this pack are inspired by the Wild Ireland
of times gone by. While most of the activities are suitable
for all ages – and a good opportunity for the whole family
to work together – you may want to choose or adapt the
activities that best suit your children’s age and level.

Activity 1
The Giant Irish Elk

Now an extinct species, the Giant Irish Elk is one of the largest deer
that ever lived. The giant ‘Irish’ deer was present in Ireland before and
after the last great Ice Age, which is many, many years ago.
Many bones and antlers have been found in the bogs in Ireland and
you can actually see these gigantic skeletons tower over visitors in the
Natural History Museum in Dublin aka The Dead Zoo. Find out more
here.

Create: Every bone tells a story. Imagine you were a paleontologist –
a name for a scientist who specializes in the study of life forms that
existed a long time ago – and you are digging up the great elk bones in
an Irish bog. You have to assemble the skeleton for display in the
museum and make a drawing of it. What would it look like?

Here is one way to do it:
1. Look up images of this magnificent animal and on a sheet of
paper, draw its shape.
2. Look up at the images of its skeleton above to see what it
looked like.
3. Draw the skeleton inside the deer’s shape with a different
colour.
4. Finally, write or tell a story about discovering the bones and
imagining how the giant deer lived in the Ireland of the past.
Do you think that you’d like to be a paleontologist?
Materials required: brown paper, markers, coloured pencils or chalks.

An imaginative interpretation of a deer skeleton
Activity 2
The Irish Red Deer

In today’s Ireland, the Irish Red Deer is a distant cousin of the Great
Elk. Red Deer can be found all over the country, especially in forests
that give them some cover and shelter. At times they also like to be
out in the open and get together in groups. They eat grass and small
shrubs, but in winter they look for heather especially if there is snowcovered ground. Learn about Red Deer here.

Create:
Group activity, best run over two art sessions. This activity is particularly suitable for the
whole family or for siblings to do together.

Session 1
• Paint a winter forest together on a large sheet of paper (brown
or white wrapping paper would be ideal).
• To ensure a wintery atmosphere, we suggest limiting the palette
of colours to white/grey/silver/brown and black.
Session 2
• Before the second session, look at images of deer: the male with
antlers, the female smaller with no antlers and the baby deer
with spotted coat.
• Draw and colour in your own deer, cut it out and glue it on to the
large forest painting.
Materials required: large sheets of paper, mixed media glue and
scissors.

Activity 3
When Ireland was full of penguins

The Great Auk was a magnificent penguin-like bird that for quite
some time was one of the most common birds of the North Atlantic.
There were millions of them and they were, like penguins, flightless
and cute. They were covered in feathers, which were incredibly warm
and soft, and their bodies were rich in oil with plenty of meat.
Because of these prized qualities, they were hunted to extinction by
men.
The last Great Auk in Ireland was found off Brownstown Head in
Waterford in 1834. Now it lives behind a pane of glass in the Zoology
Museum at Trinity College – safely protected from humans.
In 1844, the Great Auk vanished from the world entirely when
fishermen hunted down the last pair on the shores of Eldey Island, off
the coast of Iceland. The men spotted two mates in the distance and
attacked, catching and killing the birds as they fled for safety. The
female had been incubating an egg, but in the race to catch the adults,
one of the fishermen crushed it with his boot, stamping out the
species for good.

Create:
• Look at the Great Auk
pictured to the right to see
what it looked like.
• Next make a Great Auk
using clay, black and white
plasticine or play dough.
• On a small table, create the
Auks’ habitat. Use rocks
and stones to create sea
cliffs and make the sea out
of blue and green fabric.
Place all the Great Auks on
the rocks or in the sea.
Materials required: Clay, plasticine or play dough, small rocks and
fabric.

About our Winter Light Family Activity Packs

Winter Light is an exhibition of artworks commission by The Ark that
seeks out the joy, hope and beauty that can be found all around us in
wintertime.
Asked only to respond to the theme of ‘winter’, the artists were
inspired by all sorts of signs of the season, from nature, animals and
their habitats, to the light in the winter sky and the solstice. The result
is a collection of stunning new artworks in a range of different media,
from paintings and sculptures, to animation and interactive pieces, all
designed to connect with children and introduce you to some of the
unexpected joys of winter.
This worksheet has been designed to encourage children to look at
and appreciate the winter season through art making, opening up
many opportunities for self-expression. The worksheet can be used
without having seen the exhibition, however we would encourage you
to view our Winter Light Online Gallery of the artworks on The Ark’s
website here and then complete the activities.

Winter Light visual art activities created by Jole Bortoli.
Image design by FExDep.
Winter Light is part of The Ark’s 25th birthday season, sponsored by
BDO.
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